
BEIJING: Three astronauts successfully docked with
China’s new space station yesterday on what is set to be
Beijing’s longest crewed mission to date and the latest
landmark in its drive to become a major space power.
The three blasted off shortly after midnight from the
Jiuquan launch centre in northwestern China’s Gobi
desert, the China Manned Space Agency said, with the
team expected to spend six months at the Tiangong

space station.
The space agency declared the launch a success and

said the crew “were in good shape”. The Shenzhou-13
vessel carrying the three completed its docking with the
radial port of the space station less than seven hours
after the launch. The mission, which is expected to last
twice as long as a previous 90-day visit, will involve the
crew setting up equipment and testing technology for
future construction on the Tiangong station.

Mission commander Zhai Zhigang, 55, a former fight-
er pilot who performed the country’s first spacewalk in
2008, said the team would undertake “more complex”
spacewalks than during previous missions. The crew
include military pilot Wang Yaping, 41, who is the first
woman to visit the space station after becoming China’s
second woman in space in 2013. The other team mem-
ber is People’s Liberation Army pilot Ye Guangfu, 41.

Pictures released by the space agency showed the three
astronauts waving to wellwishers who held up slogans
of encouragement at a send-off ceremony before the
launch.

A previous record-breaking crew-making the first
mission to Tiangong-returned to Earth in September
after spending three months on the space station.
China’s heavily promoted space program has already
seen the nation land a rover on Mars and send probes
to the moon. Tiangong, meaning “heavenly palace”, is
expected to operate for at least 10 years. Its core mod-
ule entered orbit earlier this year, with the station
expected to be operational by 2022.

The completed station will be similar to the Soviet
Mir station that orbited Earth from the 1980s until 2001.
The latest mission is set to “expand China’s technologi-
cal boundary” and verify the space station system’s
capacity for a longer duration of human occupation,
Chen Lan, an independent space analyst at
GoTaikonauts said. “I don’t think it is very challenging,
as China’s technologies (are) quite mature, though any-
thing in space is always challenging,” Chen said.

Space race
Yesterday’s blast-off came shortly after China

launched its first solar exploration satellite into space,
equipped with a telescope to observe changes in the
Sun. The Chinese space agency is planning a total of 11
missions to Tiangong through to the end of next year,
including at least two more crewed launches that will
deliver two lab modules to expand the 70-tonne station. 

China’s space ambitions have been fuelled in part by
a US ban on its astronauts on the International Space
Station, a collaboration among the United States,
Russia, Canada, Europe and Japan. The ISS is due for
retirement after 2024, although NASA has said it could

potentially remain functional beyond 2028. Chinese
space authorities have said they are open to foreign
collaboration on the space station, although the scope
of that cooperation is as yet unclear.

The country has come a long way since launching its
first satellite in 1970. It put the first Chinese “taikonaut”
in space in 2003 and landed the Chang’e-4 robot on the
far side of the Moon in 2019 - a historic first. China in

May became the second nation to land and operate a
rover on Mars. Astronauts on the Tiangong space sta-
tion will have separate living spaces, exercise equip-
ment and a communication centre for emails and video
calls with ground control. State broadcaster CCTV said
astronauts had also packed special food and supplies to
celebrate the Lunar New Year during their long mission,
including dumplings. — AFP 
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The latest landmark in drive to become a major space power

JIUQUAN: A Long March-2F carrier rocket, carrying the Shenzhou-13 spacecraft with the second crew of three
astronauts to China’s new space station, lifts off from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Centre in the Gobi desert in
northwest China yesterday. — AFP 

FARAH, Afghanistan: Former female radio presenter
Marya Sultani watches during an interview with AFP
at radio station Urooj in Farah province. — AFP 

BEIJING: The arrival of three astronauts at China’s
new space station yesterday marks a landmark step in
its space ambitions, its longest crewed mission to date.
The world’s second-largest economy has put billions
into its military-run space program, with hopes of hav-
ing a permanently crewed space station by 2022 and
eventually sending humans to the Moon. The country
has come a long way in catching up with the United
States and Russia, whose astronauts and cosmonauts
have decades of experience in space exploration. Here
is a look at China’s space program, and where it is
headed:

Mao’s vow 
Soon after the Soviet Union launched Sputnik in

1957, Chairman Mao Zedong pronounced: “We too
will make satellites.” It took more than a decade, but in
1970, China launched its first satellite on a Long
March rocket. Human spaceflight took decades longer,
with Yang Liwei becoming the first Chinese “taiko-
naut” in 2003. As the launch approached, concerns
over the viability of the mission caused Beijing to can-
cel a live television broadcast at the last minute. But it
went smoothly, with Yang orbiting the Earth 14 times
during a 21-hour flight aboard the Shenzhou 5. China
has launched seven crewed missions since.

Space station and ‘Jade Rabbit’ 
Following in the footsteps of the United States and

Russia, China has planned to build its own space sta-
tion circling the planet. The Tiangong-1 lab was
launched in 2011. In 2013, the second Chinese woman
in space, Wang Yaping, gave a video class from inside
the space module to children across the world’s most
populous country.

The craft was also used for medical experiments
and, most importantly, tests intended to prepare for
the construction of a space station. That was followed
by the “Jade Rabbit” lunar rover in 2013, which initially
appeared a dud when it turned dormant and stopped
sending signals back to Earth. It made a dramatic
recovery, however, ultimately surveying the Moon’s
surface for 31 months-well beyond its expected lifes-
pan. In 2016, China launched its second orbital lab, the
Tiangong-2. Astronauts who visited the station have
run experiments on growing rice and other plants.

‘Space dream’ 
Under President Xi Jinping, plans for China’s “space

dream” have been put into overdrive. China is looking
to finally catch up with the United States and Russia
after years of belatedly matching their milestones.
Besides a space station, China is also planning to build
a base on the Moon, and the country’s National Space
Administration said it aims to launch a crewed lunar
mission by 2029.

But lunar work was dealt a setback in 2017 when
the Long March-5 Y2, a powerful heavy-lift rocket,
failed to launch on a mission to send communication
satellites into orbit. That forced the postponement of
the Chang’e-5 launch, originally scheduled to collect
Moon samples in the second half of 2017. Another
robot, the Chang’e-4, landed on the far side of the
Moon in January 2019 - a historic first.

This was followed by one that landed on the near
side of the Moon last year, raising a Chinese flag on
the lunar surface. The unmanned spacecraft returned
to Earth in December with rocks and soil-the first
lunar samples collected in four decades. And in
February 2021, the first images of Mars were sent back
by the five-tonne Tianwen-1, which then landed a
rover on the Martian surface in May that has since
started to explore the surface of the Red Planet.

Palace in the sky 
A trio of astronauts docked successfully yesterday

with the core Tianhe module of the Chinese space sta-
tion, which was placed in orbit on April 29. The astro-
nauts are set to stay at the station for six months,
China’s longest crewed mission to date and double the
duration of the first crewed mission to Tiangong com-
pleted earlier this year. The Chinese space station
Tiangong-meaning “heavenly palace”-will need a total
of around 11 missions to bring more parts and assem-
ble them in orbit. Once completed, it is expected to
remain in low Earth orbit at between 400 and 450
kilometers above our planet for at least 10 years-real-
izing an ambition to maintain a long-term human pres-
ence in space. While China does not plan to use its
space station for global cooperation on the scale of
the International Space Station, Beijing said it is open
to foreign collaboration. It is not yet clear how exten-
sive that cooperation will be.— AFP 

Vibrant Afghan 
radio reduced 
to religious relic
FARAH: Radio station Urooj once teemed with journal-
ists producing news bulletins, but since the Taleban
came to town, Ebrahim Parhar sits alone, broadcasting
hours of religious sermons. Parhar launched Urooj,
which means “The Rising” in Pashto, in the western city
of Farah six years ago, carefully selecting a diverse
range of programs for an audience long deprived of
media. “We had religious, political, social, and music
programs,” he told AFP, adding that up until two months
ago, the station broadcast different programs for 19
hours a day. But when the hardline Islamist Taleban
swept to power mid-August, vowing to restore sharia
law, everything changed. “Unfortunately, of all the pro-
grams, only one is left, which is religious,” said the
clean-shaven 35-year-old with short, dark hair and
piercing blue eyes, pouring tea at his desk loaded with
broadcasting equipment. “We prepare a playlist in the
morning and replay it during the day because there is
no live programming.”

He has had to sack all of his 18 employees, eight of
them women. “We have dismissed them all,” he said,
pointing out that “all the contracts and advertisements
we had are cancelled now”. “If the current situation per-
sists, it is very likely that we will need to close this radio
station.” Marya Sultani, a former news anchor at the sta-
tion, said the Taleban’s arrival had dashed her dream of
becoming a famous journalist in Farah province. “That
wish came true, and I became a journalist, but now with
the return of (the Taleban), everything has come to an
end,” the 25-year-old, wearing a black shawl over her
head, told AFP. She sat in front of a large microphone in
the sound-proofed studio where she used to work, dur-
ing a visit to see her former colleague. After working for
five years as a journalist, she is now “unemployed and
sitting at home”, terrified that she might face reprisal
attacks for having worked as a journalist. “I am afraid
that someone may harm me,” she said.

‘Don’t feel safe’ 
The Taleban, notorious for their brutal and repres-

sive rule of the 1990s, had said they would respect
women’s rights in line with sharia law, but nearly two
months in, women have been largely prevented from
working. Press freedom and rights groups have said the
Taleban have imposed numerous new rules on journal-
ists, including banning any reports that “are contrary to
Islam”, “insult public figures” or concern “matters that
have not been confirmed by officials”. The Afghan
Journalists Safety Committee (AJSC) says more than 70
percent of media outlets in the country have closed.  At
the same time, large numbers of journalists have either
fled the country or gone into hiding, leaving the media
landscape in the country at its lowest level in 20 years,
according to the AJSC. Some of those that have contin-
ued to work have been detained and beaten when
attempting to cover anti-Taleban protests. Parhar said
he was “very worried” for his safety and that of his for-
mer colleagues. —AFP

Over 180 Houthi 
rebels killed south 
of Marib
RIYADH: The Saudi-led coalition supporting
Yemen’s government said Friday it had killed
more than 180 Houthi rebels in strikes south of
the strategic city of Marib. An operation
“destroyed 10 military vehicles and killed more
than 180 terrorist elements” in Abdiya and sur-
rounding areas, south of Marib, the coalition
said, cited by the official Saudi Press Agency.
The coalition has said hundreds of Iran-backed
rebels have been killed in the battle for Marib in
recent days. The rebels rarely comment on losses
and the toll could not be independently verified
by AFP. The Yemeni civil war began in 2014 when
the Houthis seized the capital Sanaa, 120 kilome-
ters west of Marib, prompting Saudi-led forces
to intervene to prop up the government the fol-
lowing year. Tens of thousands of people have
died and millions have been displaced in what
the United Nations calls the world’s worst
humanitarian crisis. The Houthis began a major
push to seize Marib in February and, after a lull,
they have renewed their offensive in recent
weeks.

Tens of thousands of people have been dis-
placed in the province this year, nearly 10,000 of
them in September alone, according to the UN
migration agency. The UN called on Thursday
for a halt to the fighting in Abdiya district, the
focus of the latest Saudi-led strikes. Marib,
Shabwa and Al-Bayda provinces have all seen an
escalation in fighting in recent weeks, resulting in
“a devastating impact on civilians”, the UN
humanitarian coordinator for Yemen, David
Gressly, said. The security situation has been
particularly difficult in Abdiya, where the UN
says the movement of aid and some 35,000 peo-
ple has been “extremely restricted”, including for
17,000 “extremely vulnerable” people displaced
from other areas of the country. —AFP

China’s ‘space dream’: A long 
march to the Moon and beyond

Lebanon on edge
after sectarian 
flare-up
BEIRUT: Lebanon buried the victims Friday of its
deadliest sectarian unrest in years after gunfire
gripped central Beirut for hours and revived the ghosts
of the civil war. Seven people died and dozens were
wounded when violence erupted Thursday following a
rally by Shiite Muslim protesters demanding the dis-
missal of the judge investigating last year’s devastating
Beirut port blast. The Shiite movements Amal and
Hezbollah that organized the protest in front of the
Justice Palace accused the Lebanese Forces (LF)
Christian party of engineering the chaos by aiming
sniper fire at the demonstrators.

“This massacre was committed by the LF move-
ment,” senior Hezbollah official Hashem Safieddine
said during a Beirut funeral on Friday, accusing the
party of seeking to “start a civil war”. “We will not be
dragged into sectarian strife... but at the same time we
cannot allow the blood of our martyrs to go to waste,”
he added. In Beirut’s southern suburbs, Hezbollah held
burials for two of its members as well as a woman who
was shot in the head by a stray bullet while she was
standing on her balcony. Hundreds of mourners chanti-
ng in support of the Iran-backed group carried caskets
wrapped in the party’s yellow flag as prayers rang out

from loudspeakers. Gunshots were fired in the air and
flowers laid on caskets at funerals in southern and
eastern Lebanon for three Amal Movement supporters
who died in the flare-up. The LF has strenuously
denied any involvement in Thursday’s violence and
said Hezbollah was “invading” off-limits neighbor-
hoods when the violence broke out. A heavy army
presence was visible on the streets Friday amid fears
of an escalation.

‘Hysteria’ 
On Thursday, hundreds of Amal and Hezbollah mili-

tiamen filled the streets around Tayouneh, a notorious
flashpoint of the 1975-90 civil war. As bullets riddled
residential facades, and fighters wearing ammunition

vests took over the streets and emptied their maga-
zines haphazardly, civilians crouched in terror inside
their own homes. When bursts of gunfire rang out near
her Adlieh home, Jumanah Zabaneh, 45, braved stray
bullets to pick up her two daughters from school,
where she said scenes of “hysteria” played out.

The journey home was packed with danger. “The
gunfire was so close, we had to duck every two
meters,” she said. “We hid behind cars, at the
entrances to buildings, behind utility poles.” France,
the US and the UN appealed for de-escalation but
also insisted on allowing the port explosion investiga-
tion to continue unhindered. Saudi Arabia urged
Lebanese leaders to make “a real choice to lift
Lebanon out of the morass it is in now”.—AFP

BEIRUT: A member of Lebanon’s Hezbollah movement fires his gun during the funeral of some of their members who
were killed during clashes in the Tayouneh neighborhood of the capital Beirut’s southern suburbs. — AFP 


